
Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx
Xxxx x

xx Xxxxxxxxx Street
Xxxxxxxx

Auckland xxxx

Phone: 09 xxx xxx

The Privacy Commissioner
L. 8, 109-111 Featherston Street
PO Box 10-094
The Terrace
Wellington 6143

17 June 2017 

Re: Complaints about breaches of the Privacy Act 1993 - by staff of the 
Health and Disability Commissioner (HDC) – referred to you by the Office 
of Ombudsmen (under their ref. 42xx2x); your ref. ENQ/12xxx4 and your 
email of 16 June 2017, with a decision not to investigate

Dear Mxxxxxx Xxxxxx and dear Privacy Commissioner

Thank you for your email of 18.54h on 16 June 2017. You have informed me, that you do not intend to 
investigate matters that I had raised with the Office of Ombudsmen under their reference 42xx2x, 
which include past breaches of Privacy Principles 6 to 8 in the Privacy Act 1993 by staff at the HDC 
Office. You refer to your Offices ‘jurisdiction’ and your consideration that no further investigation in 
2017 is appropriate. From your brief summary of the issues that I actually raised in my complaint to 
the Ombudsmen, dated 9 March 2016, and in evidence provided to them, about the HDC’s staff 
member/s actions and failings, it appears as if you do not have a full and correct understanding of the 
context and significance of the matters at issue.

The mere fact that you treat my complaint as an ‘enquiry’ gives further evidence of this being the case. 
Also is your reference to me having sought “copies of all phone logs relating to complaints I made 
about a doctor” not representative of the actual facts. Part of the problem may stem from staff at the 
Office of Ombudsmen having summarised my complaint somewhat incorrectly, as I noted a similar 
mention made by them in an earlier correspondence I had received. Phone logs were just part of the 
information I had requested, but one incorrect phone log, made available over two and a half year late, 
was of particular interest to me.

You also write as if there had only been one request made by me to the HDC under the Official 
Information Act 1982 and the Privacy Act 1993, for specified information to be made available, which 
included a phone log of 9 August 2011, of which I had not received any copy of until 17 Nov. 2015. 
The explanations given by Associate HDC Katie Elkin remain disputed, and I do not accept her 
apology. There were other information requests made under the Official Information and Privacy Acts 
on 24 June and 7 October 2013, which should most definitely have included that supposedly wrongly 
filed phone log by Mr Axxx Lxxxxx, but it was not made available, for no proper reason. If it had been 
moved to the correct file C11HDCxxxxx on 4 March 2013, then it was definitely in the file from then 
onwards, yet the HDC Office did not give me access to that also incorrectly recorded phone 
conversation log. This does prove to me, that it was withheld for ulterior reasons, and that Mr Lxxxxx
did knowingly tell me untrue reasons for their Office refusing to investigate my initial complaint. 
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As a matter of fact, I was presented a phone log, that should have been available in file C11HDCxxxxx
from 4 March 2013 onwards, no earlier than on - or after - 17 Nov. 2015, that is over two and a half 
years late. That alone is sufficient reason to find an issue under the Privacy Act 1993.

Like I experienced with a different complaint that I had made about the HDC Office not so long ago, 
you appear to be setting a very high, unreasonable threshold for privacy law breaches to actually be 
seriously investigated, particularly when it comes to the HDC. You may already be informed that I 
raised matters about the past handling of one complaint under your ref. C/28xxx, by your investigator 
Sxxxxxxxx Xxxxx, with the Office of Ombudsmen, who I understand will be looking into this. 

In any case, your decision to not investigate the HDC on these matters, based on the in my view 
incorrect consideration that “no further investigation in 2017 is appropriate”, is not accepted. I am 
seriously concerned about how liberally your Office at times appears to interpret provisions the Privacy 
Act 1993, and the functions the Privacy Commissioner should reasonably be expected to fulfil. There 
is a noticeable reluctance to conduct any thorough and formal investigation, as I note from recent 
correspondence from your Office, which seems to raise questions re section 13(1)(m) of the Act. 

But before I will make a final assessment and adopt a more informed view on this, I see a need to 
obtain from you specified information under section 6 and Principle 6 of the Privacy Act 1993. 

Please provide me with the following information, and allow me access to it, preferably by sending me 
a list of dated documents with their titles, PDF document file names, and named authors, which you 
have received in relation to this complaint matter raised by me, from the Office of Ombudsmen:

1). Information containing - or representing - all correspondence and evidence documents that 
were made available to you on my complaint by the Office of Ombudsmen, under their 
reference 42xx2x, filed under your reference ENQ/12xxx4. 

2). Information that you may have received also from the HDC Office and its staff, in response to 
any enquiries you may have made to them, in relation to this same complaint matter. 

3). Information in the form of internally generated records, in whatever form, that your Office has 
created and keeps on me - in relation to this complaint matter.

If possible, I would also appreciate readable photo copies (B+W) or computer printouts of the same, 
which would be the easiest way to give me access to the above listed information. As usual, where 
privacy interests of certain other persons may need to be protected, you will be able to blacken or 
whiten such details out. This should not be necessary with authentic documents I presented, as those 
details will already be known to me.

I did only days ago write to the Office of Ombudsmen again in relation to these matters, and also re 
the Ombudsmen’s decision to refer parts of my complaint to other agencies. It appears at least at this 
moment, as if some information that I had asked their staff to also pass on to the Privacy 
Commissioner’s Office has so far not been made available to you.

Without wishing to prejudice any further steps that may be taken, and without wishing to draw any 
rushed conclusions, I look forward to your response to this request within no later than 20 working 
days. But given the fact that the original complaint is already well over a year old, I would suggest that 
it would not be unreasonable for having this request met under some urgency.

Yours thankfully and sincerely

Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx

Attachment (PDF file) to email carrying this letter:

1). ‘Priv. Commissioner, complaint, HDC, PA breaches, refd by Ombudsman, ENQ-12xxx4, reply, X. 
Xxxxxx, 17.06.17.pdf’.

http://.06.17.pdf

